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CROP INSURANCE AND AD HOC
DISASTER ASSISTANCE
AGEC 421 Class Lecture
April 18, 2012
Eric J. Belasco

Objectives of this Lecture

• Discuss agricultural risk management programs

• Overview of crop insurance (1938 Act through 2000 
ARPA)

• Discuss recent history of ad hoc disaster relief payments
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Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938

“It is the purpose of this title to promote the 
national welfare by improving the economic 
stability of agriculture through a sound 
system of crop insurance and providing the 
means for research and experience helpful 
in driving and establishing such insurance.”
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U.S. Crop Insurance Today

• Significantly expanded by 1994 CIRA and 2000 ARPA 
legislation

• Each $1 paid by average farmer returns more than $1 in 
indemnities every year except 1994

• Does not necessarily imply inaccurate rates (average 
subsidies 50-60% of premium)

• Subsidies also paid to companies to market and service 
program (estimated at 20-25% of total net premium)

Farmer’s Loss Ratio: All Commodities
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Insurance Coverage by Crop
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Acres Insured – All Products

Subsidies for Acres Insured (in $M)
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Premium Subsidy Factors by Coverage 
Level
Coverage Level Premium Subsidy 

Factor
GRP/GRIP Premium 
Subsidy

50 .67

55 .64

60 .64

65 .59

70 .59 .64

75 .55 .64

80 .48 .59

85 .38 .59

90 NA .55
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Mistakes in Pricing? Adverse Selection

• Suppose I price against the risk of average farmer, but in 
county there is heterogeneity in risk– some more risky, 
some less risky.

• I then overcharge low risk farmers and undercharge high 
risk farmers.

• So what if I’m off a little. Errors will average out.  On 
average, I’ll be OK.  Right?

• Who has greater incentive to buy insurance?
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Adverse Selection and Demand
• Research confirms low risk individuals are more 
responsive to premium increases.

• Thus, errors in pricing will distort risk of pool–
skew it toward high risk as low risk individuals are 
less likely to buy– indemnities rise and program 
loses money.

• How can I fix this?  Raise all rates? (GAO).
• Raising rates drives out low risk end of pool—pool 
become smaller and riskier– losses increase.

• Eventually, the plan fails.
• Called the “death spiral” of adverse selection.

Adverse Selection
• The greatest problem facing any insurer.
• Inaccurate prices lead to pulling in riskier part of the 

insurance pool.
• This is an information problem. 
• In public policy sense, there may be problems with 

adequately discriminating against higher risks– after all, 
some say the program is meant to help these individuals.
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Catastrophic Risks
• Insurers typically price above fair rate to build 
reserves and cover operating costs

• Another issue– crops are special as risks are 
“systemic”– they cannot be diversified over policies–
not true of many private lines (fire, life, etc.)

• For a private insurer, reserves and reinsurance may 
not be enough to allow for the “big hit”

• This is an issue related to spatial correlation, due to 
weather– bad years involve widespread losses

• How do we price/handle this?  
• Reinsurance (is the market deep enough?)
• Loading to build reserves
• Government reinsurance (deeper pockets)

Moral Hazard
• Occurs if insurance buyer changes behavior after 
buying insurance.

• The term “moral hazard” makes us think of fraud 
and abuse, but to an economist, it may just be 
rational behavior.

• Would you drive your car differently if you did not 
have any insurance?

• Less fertilizer, less chemicals, less “worry” about 
what-ifs and thus less self-protection.

• Certainly relevant in insurance, and adjusting for 
losses plays key role.

• Really is a monitoring problem– can the insurer 
observe behavior and price accordingly?
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Pricing Revenue Insurance

• Since 1997, tremendous growth in revenue 
insurance products (CRC, RA, IP)

• Indemnities can be triggered by low yields and/or 
low prices

• CRC and RA-HPO will reimburse lost bushels 
directly (useful for forward contracts) by paying at 
harvest time prices

• RA and CRC are being merged to a single 
“combo” product

Issues in Pricing Revenue Insurance
• Now, one needs to worry about the joint pdf for price 
and yield and the implied revenue distribution.

• How does one measure price uncertainty? Options?
• What is the proper correlation between price and an 
individual’s yield?
• Is it time variant (stronger in bad years?).
• Does it vary by area (say, MD vs. IA)?
• Again, a question of spatial correlation.

• Measuring joint distribution may be difficult, even if 
marginals are easy (copulas).

• Most literature on options pricing (Black-Scholes) 
assumes log normality for prices.


